
Get your website to the top of Google by
following these 3 steps!

3 Steps to Increase Your SEO



This may seem like simple advice, and everyone wants to learn the "tricks" or "hacks" to get to the top
of Google, but the truth is there are no "tricks," and getting to the top of Google starts with having a
great website. 

Attractive & Appealing
The worst thing you can do for SEO (and for business) is have a website that people come to and
immediately leave. The frequency in which people come and immediately leave your site is called your
"bounce rate," and having a high bounce rate is terrible for SEO. Ensure that your website is attractive
and appeals to AND connects with your ideal client. 

Easy to Navigate
Nothing is more frustrating than not being able to find the information you are looking for on a website.
Make sure that you guide your customers and potential customers to find the information they are
looking for easily. It is also important that you don't have broken links on your website, as this will
negatively affect your Google rankings. Visit https://www.brokenlinkcheck.com/ to check your site for
broken links.

Engaging
The more engaging you can make your website, the better for SEO and your bottom line. It is proven
that the more someone sees and interacts with your business, the more likely they will trust you and
want to become a paying customer. Helpful tips, blog posts, videos & great image galleries are all ways
to create engaging content that will keep visitors on your site longer, and longer engagement helps
SEO.

Mobile Friendly
This is something you may not have thought about, but Google has. 68% of website visitors come from
mobile devices so it is imperative that your site is mobile friendly. 

Create Your Site with SEO in Mind
If you are creating a new website or having one created for you, this is the best time to make sure it is

optimized for SEO. If you are using a professional, make sure they are familiar with and focused on
SEO as they build your site. Use a Wix site? They have a built-in SEO manager built in!

NUMBER ONE - HAVE A GREAT WEBSITE

Updated Regularly
Google regularly "crawls" your website, and the more often you make changes, the more Google will
check back and crawl your site. Google views sites that update and add content regularly to be more
relevant, and Google values relevancy and, therefore will rank you higher. 

https://www.brokenlinkcheck.com/


NUMBER TWO - CREATE INBOUND LINKS

Inbound links are links from other websites that link back to yours, which are essential for SEO. The
more inbound links (primarily from high-ranking websites), the more relevant Google will view you, and
the higher they will rank you. Not only is it important for other sites to link back to yours for SEO, but it
is also important that your business is as visible as possible. You never know where someone will find
you, and then the more someone sees your business name when they are searching online, the more
likely they will trust you and ultimately hire you! Below is a list of sites where you can list your business
and get started building more inbound links. 

Wedding Directories
The Knot 

Wedding Wire
Thumbtack

Wedding Bee
One Wed 

Zola
Wedding Vibe 
Bridal Tweet

 

Google My Business
THE most important place to start is to make sure your business is listed with Google through their

"Google My Business" page. This will put your business on Google maps, and it is the first listings
(after paid ads) that people will see!

LinkedIn
Alignable

Yelp
Next Door

Foursquare
 

Business Directories

Along with the national directory websites listed above, there are a host of different
websites dedicated to finding local wedding vendors. 
Search Google for listings by typing in: “Wedding Vendor Directory [CITY]”

Local Industry Directories

https://www.weddingpro.com/
https://www.weddingpro.com/
https://www.weddingpro.com/
https://www.thumbtack.com/pro
https://www.weddingbee.com/vendor-suggest
https://www.onewed.com/my/register/?next=/my/vendors/add/
https://weddingvibe.com/vendor/
https://weddingvibe.com/vendor/
https://www.bridaltweet.com/page/wedding-forum-community
https://www.google.com/business/
https://www.linkedin.com/feed/
https://www.alignable.com/
https://biz.yelp.com/?hl=en_US
https://nextdoor.com/news_feed/
http://business.foursquare.com/


NUMBER THREE - OPTIMIZE YOUR SITE FOR SEO

KEYWORDS
Choose which keywords you want to "compete" for. Think about the most logical terms brides are
searching for, including the specific area you service.  If you serve more than one area and offer more
than one service, it's a great idea to have a separate page for each area and service to optimize each page
FOR that specific area or service. Once you have decided on keywords for EACH page of your website,
you can start optimizing by using them in your URL, Title, Description, Content & Images. Not sure what
keyword to target? CLICK HERE to access a free keyword search tool. 

URL
Create URL "slugs" that incorporate your keywords. The slug is the part after your main URL. for
example, www.SuesBridalBusiness.com/wedding-services, the "wedding-services" is the slug. Each slug
should be relevant to each webpage AND incorporate the keywords for that page. 

Title
This is a short description of the web page. REMEMBER to give each page a different title and use your
keywords. FYI...the optimal length is under 60 characters. 

Description
This is the "longer" description of the page. Use your keywords but organize them in sentences that make
sense. This description is typically shown under your website name & title in Google searches and when
your page is shared on social media. 

Content
Remember that your content is everything that appears on your website. Make sure that your selected
keywords for each page are used in sentences AND headings throughout that page. BTW...Google can
recognize when you are trying to jam keywords into your website, so make sure to use keywords in a way
that is relevant and makes sense. 

Images
Make sure that all of your images are optimized by naming them. It is best to use descriptive terms in your
image titles to increase the chance the photos on your website will show up in Google image search, and
also make sure to use your keywords within your image descriptions. 

https://www.wordstream.com/keywords


I hope that you have found this information useful. I know that SEO can seem overwhelming and
confusing but these tips should help you get started. 
 
If you need help creating an SEO plan, we offer a targeted strategy session that includes an SEO analysis
of your site as well as a 60-minute consulting session to help you create an effective SEO plan.
 

CLICK HERE for more info on our "SEO Strategy Session" or feel free to contact us with questions. 

NEED SOME GUIDANCE?

Gina Ludwig is the founder and CEO of Bridal Business Solutions, Hair
Comes the Bride and Hair Comes the Bride PRO. She started her first
wedding business over 20 years ago now focuses her attention on helping
bridal and wedding business owners build their dream businesses by
providing resources, education and business consulting.

gina@bridalbusinesssolutions.com
949-868-8640

https://www.bridalbusinesssolutions.com/seo-strategy
https://www.bridalbusinesssolutions.com/
https://www.haircomesthebride.com/
https://www.haircomesthebridepro.com/

